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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the performance of
rounded and backed books against books left square backed. The
variables which are introduced into the study will enable the results to
provide needed information on the performance of the many different
binding constructions librarians and library binders are confronted
with.
Rounding and backing is an optional operation when binding a
book, an operation which is sometimes by-passed on smaller books. A
book that is not rounded and backed is square backed. It is suspected
that rounding and backing a book will indeed enhance its performance
and durability, therefore guaranteeing more circulations and a longer
life.
The books were tested in the Dudley A. Weiss Book Testing
Laboratory at Rochester Institute of Technology. The testing pro
cedures used, the Tumble Tester and the Universal Book Tester, were
designed to accelerate simulated book usage. During the destructive
testing, visual observations were made at progressive time intervals to
determine the effects of rounding and backing versus square backed,
thus answering all the questions stated in the objectives section in
Chapter 2.
Upon the completion of all testing, the observations were
summarized to determine what effect rounding and backing had on the
performance of the books. Many very interesting observations were
made. When rounding and backing a book, the ridge that is formed
when bending the pages or signatures over one-another, does indeed
provide added support to the joint strength and the binding. However ;
to assure the best possible performance of a rounded and backed book,
it is important that a uniform layer of joint adhesive is applied. A
book lacking good joint adhesion will destruct much faster than a book
guaranteed to have optimum joint adhesion, whether rounded and
backed or square backed.
Abstract approved:
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The preservation of books, magazines, and newspapers is of great
concern to people within the library profession, and as many other
organizations have discovered, some type of trade association for people
to join and enhance their professional talents and capabilities have
proven to be beneficial. The Library Binding Institute (LBI) has
offered these services to specific bookbinders in the U.S.A. and
abroad.
The binding industry has changed in contrast to years ago. Over
the years, new technologies have brought about improved methods and
materials which readily lend themselves to an automated bindery. Very
few binderies today rely on the craftsman for his skilled handwork to
produce a quality bound book. However, what have these changes
done to the quality of binding, and are the buyer's of books still
guaranteed a book that will stay within its cover? Mr. Werner Rebsa-
men, bindery expert and Associate Professor at the School of Printing,
Rochester Institute of Technology and Technical Director of Technology
and Quality Control for the Library Binding Institute stated in the
Article, "Testing Binding--An
Introduction," in 1976:
Despite tremendous technical advances in adhesive binding
techniques, there is a serious deterioration in good
case-
binding. The buyer of books, paying a high price for
hard cover bindings, is no longer guaranteed that the
binding will last longer than that found on a regular
paperback
book.1
There may always be an urge to improve existing methods and
materials, although, upon these improvements, librarians must educate
themselves so that they are aware of which bindings best suit the
desired end use and which represents the best buy. "The LBI is a
trade association dedicated solely to providing a forum for the exchange
of ideas, a bridge for the mutual exchange of information, and a
mechanism for developing mutually beneficial cooperative activities."
Unless these new methods and materials are not adequately tested,
which many have not been, decisions to use these new technologies can
be quite biased.
The purpose of this study is to compare, scientifically, rounded
and backed books with square backed books. Utilizing the highly
accepted methods of testing books, the Tumble Tester and the Universal
Book Tester^ this research may prove that the extra effort and
investment of rounding and backing a book intended for library use
may be very beneficial. (For a more detailed explanation of the testing
procedures see chapter 4.)
A constant need for adequate information concerning the durabil
ity, aging qualities and economic factors relating to alternate binding
methods and materials is crucial to the library and binding industries.
The variables introduced into this study were chosen to enable the
research to give experimental results to the many binding combinations
library binders are confronted with.
LIBRARY BINDING
"Library binding is the business of supplying specialized binding
services to institutional, private, public and other libraries."3 The
Library Binding Institute goes on to further state:
Library binding is a book binding which meets the minimum
specifications necessary to produce a volume which will
achieve two objectives :
1. To meet the requirements of libraries for an end
product capable of withstanding the rigor's of normal
library circulation or use.
2. To provide maximum reader usability.4
These objectives can be conceived as being quite biased since measuring
normal library circulation and maximum reader usability would be
difficult. They do, however, give a firm foundation from which to
build a structure of priorities and requirements for all library bound
books .
"Binding is one of the best bargains available to libraries."
Books, according to the American Libraries (February 1977), are very
expensive, and those costs are rising each year. For example, from
1970 to 1975 the average cost of a periodical rose 92 percent. It is
quite evident that there is a need for sufficient information concerning
binding methods that will enable a book to circulate many times.
Certified Library Binders are working with librarians to advance and
assure the quality , knowledge and art of book conservation.
Library binding is a specific type of binding developed for library
use. "These bindings, denoted as class 'A', are guaranteed to last
over 100 circulations in the library, as compared with regular hardcover
binding with a life of 15 to 30 circulations." Today, however, with
competition among binders and librarians being faced with economic
pressures, there have been some deteriorations in the quality and
workmanship of bindings intended for library use.
After reviewing the Library Binding Institute Operational Produc
tivity Study of October 1974, it is quite clear that the procedure to
pre-bind and re-bind a book consists of many operations, each being
essential to properly bind a volume. However, the rounding and
backing operation utilized less time per volume than all other operations
with the exception of checking out and packing. The cost per volume
to round and back a book in 1975 was 3.5 cents. This may be a very
small price to pay for an operation whose performance expectations may
prove to substantially lengthen the useful life of a library bound book.
LIBRARY BINDING INSTITUTE
"An interesting characteristic of our pluralistic American society is
that we tend to join together in voluntary associations of many diverse
7
types and sizes , with equally diverse objectives .
" The Library
Binding Institute, acting as a trade association to librarians and library
binders has two principle purposes :
1. To provide a forum for the exchange of ideas, as well
as a source of activities for business people engaged
in a common enterprise; helping librarians maintain
their collections for optimum reader usability.
2. Between binders and their library customers (who
constitute their primary, and in many cases their sole
market), LBI provides a bridge for the mutual
exchange of information, and a mechanism for develop
ing mutually beneficial cooperative
activities.8
In a much shorter sense, it's the function of the LBI to investigate
methods and materials that will prolong the useful life of books.
Library books normally are used quite often, therefore their binding
quality must be assured in terms of its strength and durability.
The accepted method of library binding, which was developed by
librarians and binders, is the LBI Standard. "This standard is a set
of specifications for both materials and methods used when binding
9
books for library circulation." This LBI standard, referred to as
class "A" , was the binding standard used to bind 99 percent of all
library books in the past. By adhering to these specifications,
hopefully, inferior binding methods will not be introduced into the
libraries of today.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER 1
Werner Rebsamen, "Testing BindingsAn Introduction," Introduc
tion to Jack Bendror, Technology and Testing of Library Bound Books
(Rochester, N.Y., Graphic Arts Research Center, 1976), p. 1.
2
Dudley A. Weiss, "The Library Binding Institute: A Mini
Profile," The Library Scene, March 1978, p. 11.
3
Victor Strauss, The Printing Industry (Washington D.C., Printing
Industries of America, 1967), p. 618.
4Matt T. Roberts, "The Library Binder," The Library Scene,
December 1976, p. 5.
5H.T. "Jack" Phillips, "One of Your Best Friends Should Be A
Binder," The Library Scene, June 1978, p. 23.
Rebsamen, "Testing Bindings--An Introduction," p. 1.
7
Weiss, p. 11.
8Ibid.
9Dudley A. Weiss, "The LBI Standard: The Only Industry
Standard for Library Bound Books," The Library Scene, September
1975, p. 17.
CHAPTER 2
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Binding techniques, as mentioned previously, are rapidly moving
away from craft oriented skills. Technology has advanced so rapidly in
the past twenty years that the need for skilled craftsmen in the
bindery is slowly declining. These new technologies, particularly the
automation of production lines, have offered great gains to the binding
industry. Although, this urge to increase production speeds, eliminate
certain operations and lower the cost of binding a book has not done
justice to the lasting qualities of these books .
The problem begins with the publishers, who are more concerned
with producing a low cost book rather than considering the durability
of its binding. Dudley A. Weiss, formerly Executive Director to the
LBI states:
. . . because the library market is 10 to 15 percent of total
publishers sales, books cannot economically be made
specifically for the library market, with the exception of a
limited number of publishers whose market is definitely
oriented toward libraries.1
It must also be noted that libraries themselves are to blame for the
circulation of inferior bindings. Rebsamen states:
Libraries many times are forced with economic problems
which in turn entices them to rely on budget or so-called
economy bindings. Among some of these bindings there is
a serious deterioration in quality and
workmanship.2
Another frequent fault of the libraries is that they many times get
wound-up in feeling they have to acquire new buildings, fill them with
materials, and then offer the best possible service to the people. They
are neglecting the fact that their services to the public are in a sense
only as good as the lasting qualities of their materials.
Persuading publishers that they should bind all books in accor
dance with the LBI standard, or telling libraries how they should serve
the public is not the intention of this research. The problem this
research wishes to address is that there has been no adequate informa
tion provided to libraries and library binders dealing with the effects of
rounding and backing a book intended for library use. The main
concern which will be investigated is the durability and strength of the
book joints, or quite simply, how long the cover will stay on the book
block. Rounding and backing prevents the pages from moving forward
beyond the cover by bending each page over one-another and forming a
ridge upon which the block may rest. (For a more detailed explanation
of rounding and backing see pg. 13.)
Figure 1. Rounded and Backed
(Reproduction from: Werner Rebsamen, "Fourth Part in a Series on:
A Study of Simple Binding
Methods," The Library Scene, March 1980,
p. 21)
Square backed books do not have this ridge for the block to
rest upon. So, in a sense there is nothing but the endpaper and its
adhesive within the joints preventing the block from falling out of its
cover, see figure 2.
Figure 2. Square Backed
(Reproduction from: Werner Rebsamen, "Fourth Part in a Series on:
A Study of Simple Binding Methods," The Library Scene, March 1980,
p. 21)
If valid information can be supplied to librarians and library
binders concerning the performance and durability of rounded and
backed books in comparison with square backed books, their decisions
on whether or not to specify the optional rounding and backing
operation may be more easily derived.
OBJECTIVES
The only logical means to provide information concerning the
effects of rounding and backing is to perform tests that will compare,
scientifically, an alternate method, square backed, and introduce
different variables which will effect the performance of each method.
The results should provide a clear understanding of how rounding and
backing effects the various book constructions library binders and
librarians must deal with.
A total of twelve variables will be used in the construction of the
books to be tested. These varibles include two binding methods
(oversewing and PVA double fanning), both superior binding methods
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approved by the LBI, three different bulk thicknesses (3/4", lV>
2V), two different paper requirements (coated and uncoated), three
different endpaper constructions (oversewn method, singerstyle, and a
four page endpaper), and finally, rounded and backed versus square
backed. (For a more detailed explanation of the experimental variables
see chapter 3 . )
The testing procedure, as described in chapter 4, will be run in
the Dudley A. Weiss Book Testing Laboratory at Rochester Institute of
Technology. Upon the completion of all testing an analysis of all
observations recorded during the testing will be conducted to answer
the following questions :
1. What effect did rounding and backing have on the joint
strength?
2. What effects did the endpaper construction have on the
joint strength?
3. Are the strength differences due to the rounding and
backing or to the endpaper construction? Or both?
4. Is there a significant difference between the different
bulk thicknesses and the overall durability?
5. What effect did the bulk thickness have on the joint
strength?
6. Was there a significant difference in the results of the
books made-up using coated stock, versus the books
made-up of uncoated stock?
7. What effects did the UBT (Universal Book Tester)
have on the internal hinges?
8. What effect does the joint adhesive have on the
performance and durability of the books?
The answers and evaluations to all the above questions are
contained in Chapter 6.
11
HYPOTHESIS
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of
rounded and backed books in comparison with books left square backed.
The variables included will enable the research to test and provide
results to the broad range of book constructions libraries and library
binders are confronted with. It is expected that there will be signifi
cant differences among the variables introduced, but to what degree
will be unanswered until all testing has been completed. If the various
book constructions are tested identically (see chapter 4) and compared,
then the performance of rounded and backed books versus the books
left square backed may be determined. Thus, the answers to all the
questions in the Objectives section just mentioned can be answered,
providing valid information on the performance of rounding and backing
versus square backed. It is expected that the ridge provided by
rounding and backing will indeed aid in producing a book that is much
more durable, therefore guaranteeing more circulations.
12
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER 2
Dudley A. Weiss, "Book DeteriorationWho is at Fault and What
Can Be Done About It," The Library Scene, June 1978, p. 9.
2
Werner Rebsamen, "Testing BindingsAn Introduction," Introduc
tion to Jack Bendror, Technology and Testing of Library Bound Books,
(Rochester N.Y., Graphic Arts Research Center, 1976), p. 1.
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CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES
This chapter is provided to give the reader a thorough under
standing of the twelve variables incorporated into the study and to
provide an explanation as to why they were chosen.
ROUNDING AND BACKING
Rounding and backing is a forming operation that requires less
time to perform than all the other essential steps to properly bind a
book. It is necessary that one has a thorough understanding of this
forming operation so that its function can be utilized to the highest
possible degree.
George T. Hardesty, formerly Vice President in charge of produc
tion at Bound to Stay Bound Books, Inc. states:
Rounding-backing is frequently written as a hyphenated
phrase; it should at least be thought of as such, for it
indicates that (1) rounding precedes backing and (2) it is
incomplete until backing is added to rounding. The
definitions and purposes of these functions are:
Rounding
Definition :
The process of forming the binding edge into a convex
shape with corresponding concave form at the foredge.
The rounded shape which has been pulled (or ham
mered) into the volume varies with the thickness of
the book. The amount of curvature is debatable
among binders, but usually approaches a one-third
circle line.
14
Purpose :
To give the volume a shape that will (a) prevent the
pages from moving forward beyond the cover, and
(b) will make it easier for the patron to open and turn
the pages.
To bring the sewing swell into a controllable form.
To prepare the binding edge for the backing opera
tion.
Backing
Definition :
The process of shaping a ridge or shoulder on each
side of the binding edge of a sewed volume prior to
covering. By use of a hammer, roller, or concave
shaped iron, the sections (pages or signatures) of the
sewed volume, while clamped in jaws, are forced from
the center of the round toward its appropriate side,
with the outside sections and endpapers pushed over
the jaws to form the ridge.
Purpose :
To make firm or rigid the rounded shape.
To provide the ridge or shoulder in order to (a) com
pensate for cover board thickness, (b) prevent the
book from moving forward in the cover- and (c) pro
vide a hinge-line from which the cover will swing
without strain . x
Rebsamen has elaborated on these definitions and purposes in his
article, "Why That Extra Effort to Round And Back A Book." He
states: "Only the cheapest hardback books, paperbacks, and magazines
are left square backed, and during their normal life time these volumes
nearly always take up the well known convex foredge or concave spine
o
shape. These books left square backed, if hard cover bound, will
usually cave-in at the back, thus resulting in an excessive strain on
the hinge. "Rounding is an essential operation if books are to retain
15
3their shape." The backing operation, however, is slightly more
important because it serves three purposes .
1. It maintains the book in a rounded shape.
2. It makes a book more flexible.
3. The ridge formed by backing makes a better joint in
the cover.
SQUARE BACKED
Square backed books are those books which are not rounded and
backed. Books left square backed do not provide any type of ridge for
which the book block may have some added support by the cover
boards . Books that are constructed without rounding and backing the
binding edge are merely suspended within their cover by the end
papers. With this concept in mind, the durability of rounded and
backed books versus books left square backed can be questioned.
OVERSEWING
Oversewing is the binding technique that has been tested and
approved by the LBI as a standard for library binding. Oversewing is
a binding technique that can be done either by hand or by machine;
the principle is the same for both. "Operating an oversewing machine
requires extensive training in order to understand the complex stitching
patterns." Fortunately the process is not as complex as the stitching
patterns. Briefly the process is as follows:
16
Pages in sections of folded signatures or blocks of loose
leaves are divided into separate but equal sections.
Instead of sewing through-the-back fold of the sections,
the needles pass obliquely through the section itself,
forming a lock stitch with each separate section and
independent lock stitches 'all along' the back; a superior
method to the ordinary type of sewing, and very advan
tageous for single leaves and sections of varying sizes and
thicknesses . 5
The ability of the oversewing machine to sew through-the-edge of
the sections rather than through the entire book block enables the book
to have good openability and strength. Both of these performances are
essential to library binders.
Diagram of oversewing. Books to be oversewn are
divided into sections consisting of individual lea ves in
small numbers. Oversewing fastens the leaves belonging
to each section andalso each section to thefollowing one.
If, for example, a book consists of10 sections, section 1
is fastened to section 2, section 2 isjastened to section 3,
and so an. Oversewing produces books that open more
flat than side-sewed ones.
Figure 3. Oversewing Stitch Pattern
(Reproduction from: Victor Strauss, The Printing Industry, Washing
ton, D.C., Printing Industries of America, Inc., 1967, p. 659)
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An oversewn volume is so strong that it is
practically impossible (or human hands to
pull it apart.
Figure 4. Oversewn Volume
The oversewing principle incorporates a
process in which the needles pass through
the thread obliquely through thin sections,
forming a lock stitch with each separate
section.
Figure 5. Oversewing Principle
(Reproductions from: Werner Rebsamen, "Third Part in a Series on:
A Study of Simple Binding Methods," The Library Scene, December
1979, p. 20)
PVA DOUBLE FANNING
PVA (Polyvinyl Acetate) double fanning is the adhesive binding
technique that has been adopted by the LBI as a standard for library
binding. Since PVA double fanning and oversewing are both LBI
approved and are distinct binding techniques, the effects of rounding
and backing versus square backing will be analyzed separately.
"PVA is by far the most durable, quality adhesive binding method
known." Jack Bendror, President of Mekatronics/Bendror Mtl. Inc.,
is also convinced that a specially formulated PVA, applied using the
double fanning technique, which was developed in the early 1930's by a
18
German named Emil Lumbeck, is by far superior to any other existing
method of adhesive binding. The PVA double fanning process was
considered quite unique when Lumbeck first developed it because it
incorporated the double fanning process with a specially formulated cold
emulsion PVA which when combined, demonstrated exceptional stability.
Briefly, the method provides for first milling the backbone
of a volume, (see fig. 6). Thereafter, the volume, clamped
a certain distance from its backbone (this varies with
thickness), is allowed to oscillate back and forth over a
rotating glue roller in such a way that the pages are
individually fanned in both directions to allow penetration of
adhesive between each and every page, thus
'tipping'
one
page to another- Penetration in the order of approximately
ten-thousandths of an inch (.010) in magnitude is all that
is necessary for optimum results.7
A description of this superior adhesive binding technique would
not be complete without a list of the advantages PVA offers the binding
industry. In an article on "Understanding Adhesive Binding Tech
niques," Rebsamen says:
Polyvinyl Acetate is a synethetic resin emulsion, usually
white, which is applied cold. PVA has excellent thermo
plastic and aging qualities. This adhesive is water based:
once applied to the spine of the book, the water evaporates
and the solids polymerize into a thin translucent film of
great flexibibility , PVA is the best material for adhesive
binding, since the vehicle carries the resin deep into the
structure of the stock, with consequent linking of paper
fibers into the film. Drying must be slow, since polymer
ization takes time: A minimum of two hours must elapse if
the bond and film structure are to be optima.8
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A smooth, trimmed edge makes any
penetration into the paper fibres difficult,
making the adhesion not as effective.
The purpose of roughing or exposing more of
the paper fibres is to increase the area
exposed to the glue film, thereby improving
the bonding power.
Drawings byWerner Rebsamen.
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The combination of roughing and tipping one
page to another results in the highest quality
adhesive binding. Double fanning has
become the preferred adhesive binding
method for rebinding narrow-margin library
material
Figure 7. PVA Double Fanning
Figure 6. Fibre Exposure
(Reproductions from: Werner Rebsamen, "Fourth Part in a Series on:
A Study of Simple Binding Methods," The Library Scene, March 1980,
p. 20-21)
BULK THICKNESS
The books bound to specifications will include three distinct bulk
thicknesses (3/4", IV, 2V)- However, all books bound by PVA double
fanning will be bound using only a 3/4" and IV bulk thickness . Books
that are adhesive bound should never bulk more than Ik to 2 inches.
Books bound over these boundaries are considered undesirable and are
usually not produced. Other binding methods or multiple bindings
would automatically be used in these situations .
The incorporation of three bulk thicknesses will enable the study
to compare identical books of extreme weight variations. The varia
tions in weight will exert different amounts of pressure on the bindings.
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Upon completion of all testing, the effect various bulk thicknesses have
on the joint strength in relation to rounded and backed versus squared
backed should be evident.
PAPER REQUIREMENTS
The paper requirements for binding the books are quite simple and
straight forward. A coated and uncoated stock were used. Both
papers are a basis weight of sixty pounds, obtained from Rochester
Institute of Technology. The coated stock will enable the test results
to be compared with the uncoated stock, whose surface smoothness is
much less. It is anticipated that the coated stock may cause the block
to fall out of the cover sooner than the uncoated stock.
ENDPAPER CONSTRUCTIONS
Endpapers are the very first pages of a book. "Their functions
are to link the book to its cover, to hide constructional features of the
9
binding and to protect the first few pages of the book . " For the
purpose of this study, three different endpapers will be used, the
four-page method, the oversewn style, and a singerstyle endpaper
construction used by publishers.
Four-page endpapers are used widely on casebound books that
receive little wear. Library binders use the four-page method on
adhesive bound books only. "Sometimes an additional paper with an
extending backliner or cloth reinforcement is added for extra
Four-page endpapers are the minimum standard for books
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that open into the spine. The effect of rounding and backing has on
this somewhat inferior method will be determined.
Endpapers constructed for the oversewing method are unique in
that they hinge from the binding edge. The Library Binding Institute
clearly specifies that:
The construction of endpapers shall be such that the
sewing will go through the reinforcing fabric the same as
through the sections of the book and the endpaper with
reinforcing fabric shall be folded and tipped so as to hinge
from the binding edge.11
Rebsamen states in his article "EndpapersA Fundamental Part of
Bookbinding," "there is a quality difference between a more economical
endpaper construction and the one specified by the Library Binding
12Institute." In this case, librarians usually favor the LBI's specifica
tions while publishers usually go for the more economical singerstyle
endpaper construction.
Singerstyle endpapers are an inexpensive method of endpaper
construction usually found on publisher bindings and stripped down
economy library bindings . The singerstyle endpaper does not require
tipping back, unlike the oversewn method. Therefore the binder must
off-set the boards almost one-half inch from the back to achieve a
somewhat flexible hinge. This economical endpaper construction does
not qualify as meeting the LBI standard.
There are as many variations of endpaper constructions as there
are binding techniques. It is essential to the lasting qualities of a
book that the proper use of a particular binding method be reinforced
with adequate endpaper construction. Utilizing a somewhat inferior
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technique, such as the singerstyle, the four-page method used on
adhesive bound volumes, and the oversewn method which is LBI
certified, will enable this study to give the LBI, librarians, publishers
and others a clear understanding of how these three methods affect the
book's joint strength.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN PARAMETERS
BOOK PREPARATION
A detailed explanation of all experimental variables is contained in
chapter 3.
The preparation of the books used in this study and the testing
procedures which they were subjected to were designed to evaluate the
performance of rounding and backing versus the performance of square
backed books. The variables were incorporated so that a wide range of
constructional combinations could be analyzed (see figure 11, Book
Specifications) .
The paper needed to make-up the book swas acquired from R.I.T.
It was trimmed into 6k by 9% inch blocks which were then labeled
according to specifications and sent to a commercial, certified library
bindery for binding. It should be noted that the blocks were cut with
the grain direction running parallel to the binding. Planning so that
the grain runs parallel to the binding edge is recommended for many
reasons. It will produce a more flexible book with a better openability,
therefore taking pressure off the binding when opening. In adhesive
binding, such as PVA double fanning, grain direction running parallel
to the binding edge, rather than perpendicular, is most important in
order to avoid waviness in the backbone.
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The experimentation will be performed on a total of 78 books. Of
these 78 books, there are 26 unique groups of three. The three books
within each unique group will be subjected to the testing and ultimately
used for the analysis, (see chapter 6). Werner Rebsamen states in his
"Bookbinding Testing Laboratory" article published in Book Production
Industry and Magazine Production:
In comparison performance testing, it is important that the
books be of equal dimension, weight and paper. Otherwise,
there are so many variables that fair judgement becomes
difficult. The ideal testing book should weigh about three
pounds and be approximately 6 by 9 inches in size . 1
Since this experiment will include three different bulk thicknesses, the
weights will vary according to their bulk.
TESTING
Two particular testing procedures will be used in this study, the
Tumble Tester and the Universal Book Tester. Two books within each
distinct set of three will be tumble tested. The third book will be
subjected to the Universal Book Tester. However, one of the books
being tumble tested will be aged approximately six years prior to
testing. This is being done to verify whether or not aging has any
effect on the performance of the books.
ACCELERATED HEAT AGING
Accelerated heat aging is a process used in laboratory testing to
expedite important changes in paper characteristics and adhesive quali
ties, that would otherwise take many years of natural aging. "Chemical
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activity proceeds, in general, faster at elevated than at lower tempera-
2tures." Accelerated heat aging takes advantage of this situation.
For the purpose of this study, one third of the books used for the
experimentation will be aged approximately six years. To accomplish
this, the books will be subjected to 130 Fahrenheit (65 Celsius), for
72 hours. This is equivalent to the standard temperature of 100
Celsius for 72 hours, accelerating the age to 25 years. This standard
temperature of 100 Celsius was derived by Dr. A.H.H. Van Royen of
the Institute of Fiber Research TNO of the Netherlands. It was
adopted as the standard time since it increased the speed of detecting
important changes and was the most useful temperature for accelerating
the age of book papers. The remaining books, left unaged, will also be
subjected to the Tumble Test and the UBT Test. The results from all
distinct sets will be compared and analyzed so that some conclusions
may be made concerning the lasting qualities of a rounded and backed
book in comparison with books left square backed.
TUMBLE TESTER
One of the testing devices used in this study is the Tumble
Tester. Developed by the United States Testing Company to be used
as an accelerated tester for simulated book usage. It tests, among
other things, the physical strength of the book with respect to how
long it may be expected to retain its cover, the strength of the sewing
or adhesives, and the durability of the cover stock.
The apparatus consists of a revolving octagon drum
equipped with pockets that lift the books to the top and
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then lets them fall so they strike the lower sides. The
books then slide and tumble until they are again caught by
a pocket which lifts them to the top of the cylinder and
drops them again. The effects of the test can be varied by
changing the conditions. The book covers may be sealed
closed, partially closed, or left free to open, with the cover
partially or completely open.3
The speed of the revolving drum is adjusted so that the books fall
directly on their foredge.
For the purpose of this research, two book with identical materials
will be tested together, although, one will be rounded and backed while
the other is left square backed. The covers will be tapped so that
they are allowed to open one inch on each side, this being a recom
mended procedure by the United States Testing Co.
The endpoint of the test is when the book joint has failed and
when the book block is in a dangling condition and hanging only by the
endpapers, or if the latter collapses by the backliner or the reinforcing
material .
UNIVERSAL BOOK TESTER (UBT)
The Universal Book Tester is the second type of testing that all
distinct samples wul be evaluated against. The UBT was invented by
Robert E. Sayre of the W.J. Barrow Research Center. It consists of
a
rectangular chamber made of k inch aluminum. The chamber is lined
with 50 by 50 mesh, stainless steel wire. While the
chamber rotates at
22 revolutions per minute, it will produce the following results:
1. Abrasion of the shoulder of the spine or
external
hinge.
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2. Impact and abrasion on the head and tail caps.
3. Light abrasion of the cover.
4. Limited flexing of the external and internal hinges.
5. Breaking and tearing of the internal hinge.
6. Occasional failure of the sewing, loosening of signa
tures, and splitting of the spine.4
The initial intent was to subject one book of each unique combina
tion of variables to the UBT test. However, upon testing the books, it
was discovered that rotating the 2% inch thick books was beyond the
capabilities of the tester. Those books were used to do further tumble
tests. Those books which were subjected to the UBT tester were
visually analyzed at progressive time intervals, looking for any break
ing and tearing of the internal hinges.
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CHAPTER 5
LITERATURE REVIEW
A list, in full, of literature reviewed pertinent to this study is
contained in the bibliography, (p. 58).
The most reliable source of information used in this study was
The Library Scene, a periodical published quarterly by the Library
Binding Institute. Two articles that offered an abundance of informa
tion concerning the LBI were written by Dudley A. Weiss, formerly
Executive Director of the LBI: "The Library Binding Institute--A Mini
Profile" and "The LBI Standard: The Only Industry Standard For
Library Bound Books." Mr. Weiss states in these articles that the LBI
is a service to librarians as well as library binders . His emphasis on
the improvement of methods and materials, is clearly underlined. It is
the LBI's main concern to prolong the useful life of books.
Werner Rebsamen, Technical Director to LBI and Associate Profes
sor at the Rochester Institue of Technology has also published numer
ous articles in The Library Scene. Rebsamen's article: "Why That
Extra Effort To Round and Back a
Book," gives a clear and concise
answer to the question stated in the title . . . "to give a book its
natural George T. Hardesty, in the same issue also made
clear the definitions and purposes of rounding and backing, (see
p. 13).
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Jack Bendror's report "Technology and Testing of Library Bound
Books"
was also very informative to this research. The report is a
very complete record of all information pertaining to methods and
testing of library binding. Mr. Bendror points out in the beginning of
his report the importance of winning the "battle of the margin .
" The
LBI and librarians have requested that publishers increase margins for
binding purposes, but changes are too often controlled by economic
consequences .
A review of previous testing and evaluations performed by the LBI
was found in the LBI's Technology Reports. All investigations done by
the Technology Committee of LBI are recorded within these reports, to
be used by libraries and library binders.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTATION
Throughout the testing procedure, the books were removed from
the testing apparatus and inspected for joint failure. Figure eight best
describes the areas which were inspected. Each area was assigned a
joint number for recording purposes.
Joint # 4 Joint # 1
Joint # 3 Joint # 2
Figure 8. Joint Examination Points
Upon the completion of all experimentation, the observations (which
were recorded throughout the duration of the tests) were summarized
and assembled, as can be seen in Appendix B, C and D. From these
tables a scale was established where integers from 0 to 3, inclusive,
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represent joint conditions. The integer zero indicates no degradation,
while the integer three indicates maximum degradation. The conditions
denoted with an asterisk (*), indictes that there is internal binding
separation. This internal failure is weighted into the degradation index
by the addition of 1. Therefore, if a particular joint has reached a
degradation index of three and has suffered internal separation the
overall degradation index is 4.
Cl + C2 + C3 + C4
Degradation = ^
Where C. = Degradation Index Joint #1
C = Degradation Index Joint #2
C = Degradation Index Joint #3
C. = Degradation Index Joint #4
Degradation Index = Integer from 0 to 3
Degradation Index Joint Condition
0 T = Joint Tight
1 k - Joint k in k out
2 B= Joint at Bottom
3 0= Joint Out
* (1) Indicates internal separation
Example :
Revolutions
Initial
25
50
100
150
Joint #
1 2 3 4
T T T k
T B k B
x* 0 k 0
T* 0 k* 0
T* 0 k* 0
Deg.
Total Deg. Avg.
1
5
8
9
9
1/16 = .06
5/16 = .31
8/16 = .50
9/16 = .56
9/16 = .56
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These computations can then be used to graphically illustrate the
performance of the books that were rounded and backed versus those
books left squre backed, thus answering the questions stated in the
objectives section on page 10.
CONCLUSIONS
1. What strength did rounding and backing have on the joint
strength?
After deriving all the degradation averages and reviewing the
results, it is very evident that there are many variables, which affect
the performance and durability of rounded and backed books. How
ever, after graphically analyzing the data to determine any distinction
between rounded and backed versus square backed, it was discovered
that the square backed books were just as effective as the rounded and
backed, see figures 9 and 10. However, the overall quality of the
binding influenced the rate of destruction more than any other variable.
It was discovered, upon inspecting the books, that many of the books
were initially imperfect. This caused a much more rapid rate of
destruction. Upon examining only those joints which were initially
glued tight, it was discovered that sixty percent of all the joints,
rounded and backed, remained tight throughout the testing, as com
pared to 33 percent of the joints on the square backed books.
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2. What effect did the endpaper construction have on the joint
strength?
When examining the effects of each different endpaper construc
tion, the results show very little difference between the oversewn
method and the singerstyle, in relation to joint strength. Both of the
endpapers contain a reinforcing fabric which aids in producing a very
sturdy joint.
Figures 11 and 12 represent the comparison analysis of the
singerstyle endpapers against the oversewn method. The results of the
analysis clearly indicate that the singerstyle endpaper construction does
indeed perform as well as the oversewn method.
The four-page method used on the adhesive bound books did tend
to fail at a much faster rate than the singerstyle and the oversewn
construction, see figure 13. Since both the singerstyle endpaper and
the oversewn method are made with a reinforcing fabric, their durabil
ity characteristics are much greater than the four-page endpaper
construction .
3. Are the strength differences due to the rounding and backing or
to the endpaper construction?
The strength differences can be attributed mainly to the rounding
and backing. But, as indicated in question one, there seems to be
some inability to apply a uniform application of joint adhesive, thus
resulting in an initially imperfect binding. Rounding and backing does
indeed aid to the performance and durability of the books, but is only
effective if it is done accurately.
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Figure 13. 3/4" - P.V.A. - Four-page style endpaper
4. Is there significant difference between the different bulk thick
nesses and the overall durability?
The varying bulk thicknesses greatly effected the performance and
durability of the books. Figures 14 and 15 clearly indicate that as the
bulk thickness increases the number of revolutions needed to destroy
them decreases . It is this authors recommendation that any books over
and above two inches in thickness be broken down into two or more
volumes to guarantee a longer life.
5. What effect did the bulk thickness have on the joint strength?
As just mentioned in question four, as the bulk thickness
increases, the rate of degradation also increased. The extreme weight
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Figure 14. Tumble Tester Avg.
Revolutions per Life
span.
Figure 15. UBT Tester Avg,
Revolutions per
Life span.
variations caused the joints to fail much more rapidly than any of the
other variables . Figures 16 through 19 illustrate the degradation rates
of 1^ and 2^ inch bulk thicknesses. (Also note that figures 16 and 18
are coated stock while figures 17 and 19 are uncoated.) All previous
graphs illustrate those books which are 3/4" thick. Upon comparing
the degradations by the various bulk thicknesses, it is quite evident
that as the bulk thickness increases the average number of revolutions
needed to destroy the books decreases.
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6. Was there a significant difference in the results of the books
made-up using coated stock versus the books made-up of uncoated
stock?
It was consistently observed that those books which were made-up
of coated stock did degrade at a much faster rate than the books
made-up of uncoated stock. The coated stocks, whose surface smooth
ness is much greater than the uncoated stock, caused the center of the
book block to move forward, away from the cover, causing excessive
strain in the joint areas. This strain eventually caused the joint to
degrade resulting in a more rapid rate of destruction, see figures 16
and 17. It is quite clear that figure 16 (coated stock), degraded much
more rapidly than figure 17 (uncoated) . This difference in durability
between the coated and uncoated stock was quite evident throughout all
of the books.
7. What effects did the UBT (Universal Book Tester) have on the
internal hinges?
The UBT gave many of the same results as the Tumble Tester.
However, the nature of the test does not require the book to free-fall
onto its foredge, therefore the number of revolutions required to
destroy the books was much greater than with the Tumble Tester ; see
figures 20 and 21.
When examining the effects of the UBT on the internal hinges, it
was consistently observed that only those books bound by PVA double
fanning tended to fail within this area. This failure occurs only
on PVA double fanned because the four-page style endpaper is not
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constructed with reinforcing fabric. After the endpaper has failed
within the hinge area, the block is merely suspended within its cover
by the additional cloth reinforcement, which is usually provided on
adhesive bound books intended for library use.
8. What effect does the joint adhesive have on the performance and
durability of the books?
As stated previously, many of the books were analyzed and
discovered to be initially imperfect. This lack of continuity throughout
the bindings is a very important observation. The performance and
durability of a book, whether rounded and backed or square backed,
will only be as good as the application of a uniform layer of joint
adhesive .
The final comparison which this research was capable of performing
was to determine whether or not aging the books by approximately six
years had any effect on the performance and durability of the books .
Utilizing the UBT and the Tumble Tester for all the experimentation in
this study, the results indicate absolutely no variation which can be
attributed to the aging factor, see figures 16 through 19.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
This research examined the performance of rounded and backed
books against the performance of books left square backed. The
number of variables incorporated in the study was done to give
experimental results to many different binding combinations. How
ever there are many more methods of binding that were not examined.
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Further study could broaden the range of binding combinations exam
ined to determine the effect of rounding and backing.
Since this study suggests the importance of a uniform application
of joint adhesive, further study could be undertaken to determine why
this problem of improper joint adhesion exists and how it can be cor
rected.
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APPENDIX A
BOOK SPECIFICATIONS
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APPENDIX A
BOOK SPECIFICATIONS
Variable Identification:
Binding
A = Oversewn
B = PVA Double Fanned
K = Rounded and Backed
L = Square Backed
Bulk Th.
C = 3/4"
D = Ik"
Paper
F = Coated
G = Uncoated
Endpaper Const.
H = Oversew method
1 = 4 Page method
J = Singerstyle
Book Specifications: Number Required:
ACFHK 3
ACFHL 3
ACFJL 3
ACGHK 3
ACGHL 3
ACGJL 3
ADFHK 3
ADFHL 3
ADFHL 3
ADGHK 3
ADGHL 3
ADGJL 3
AEFHK 3
AEFHL 3
AEFJL 3
AEGHK 3
AEGHL 3
AEGJL 3
BCFIK 3
BCFIL 3
BCGIK 3
BCGIL 3
BDFIK 3
BDFIL 3
BDGIK 3
BDGIL 3
Figure 22. Book Specifications
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
TUMBLE TEST-UNAGED
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Table la
3/Zj.
_ Oversewn - Unaged
Joint Condition
T
A.
2
"
B =
0 =
= Tight
Joint \ in and \ out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | It |
ACFHK
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 |
ACGHK
Initial
^r"T
T
mlTm
c
o
-p
c
o
o
T T T T
200 T T T 'T T T T T
^00 T T
T"
T T T T T
6oo T T T T T T T T
1000 T '1' B B T T T T
1250 2 |J# B 0 T T T T
1500 J.2
rp-M- B 0 T T T T
1750 2 T* 0 0 '1' T T T
2000 1
2
rp* 0 0 T T T T
ACFHL ACGHL
Initial T T T T
C
0
H
-P
H
O
O
T 1. i i
200 T T T T T
1
2
i
2
1
2
4-00 ' T IT j T T T 2
1
2 B
6oo 1" 'i
'
T T T
i
2
1
2 B
1000 B 12
1
2 B
1
2
T JL B
1250 B 2 2 B B 2 2 B
1500 B 2 2 B B 2
X
2 B
1750 B 2 2 B a 2 2 B
2000 B
I'
B B B
1
2 2 B
ACIML ACGJL
Initial T T T 12
C
0
H
-P
H
O
O
T T T T
200 T T T 2 T T T T
^00 T rp-sr ff
~
1
2 T
iji# T 2
600
T'"
2
j.
2 T fp* T 2
1000 T IJJ# T2 T
rp# T i.
1250 T r*
-
1
2 2
T rp* 2 2
1500
"T" TT
"
2 T
rp#
2 B
1750 T rp fl i B T
rp# 1
0 0
2000 T ip* B B - T
rp* B 0
Table lb
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It"
- Oversewn - Unaged
Joint Condition
T = Tight
= Joint i in and i out
B = Joint at the bottom
0 = Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and "binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3
ADFHK
I I I * I
JOINT #
2 | 3 | *
ADGHK
Initial ~T "T -T i T
C
o
H
P
H
s
O
o
T T T T
'
100 T T T T T T '1' . '1'
300
~B"
B B B T T T T
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C
o
H
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H
s
o
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2
i 1
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"
T
' "
T T T B B 2 12
300 B B T B B K 1 ^
500 B B T B B B 1. B
700 ~B B T fl B B 12 B
ADFJL ADGJL
Initial T * T T
'
c
o
H
+j
H
"S
o
O
T T T T
100 T _T T T T
I1 T T
300
X
2 T T T T T T T
500 B T B i.
i T T
700
T"
T"
3 B 2 2 T T
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Table lc
2|-"
- Oversewn - Unaged
T
i
2
B
0
Joint Condition
Tight (*) denotes endpaper
Joint j; in and i out and binding are
Joint at the bottom separating thus
Joint completly out diverting pressure
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | ft |
Revolutions AEFHK
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3
AEGHK
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"TT~ T r^
o
H
-P
H
C
o
O
"T~ "7T"
?
T^
25 T T T
'
T T T T . T
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1
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'
c
o
H
p
H
s
o
o
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2 2 T 2
25 1 B i_ B i 2 T 2
50 B B
1
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1
2
1
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1
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150 B a 12 0 U 0 T B
200 0 0 12 0 0 0 i. B
"Table le {continued)
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Joint Condition
T
i
2
B
0
= Tight
Joint 4- in and j> out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 |
Revolutions AEFHK
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 | ft
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o
H
P
H
d
C
o
o
T T T T
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H
o
o
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1
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AEFJL AEG,JL
initial T T T
-rp
o
H
P
H
a
o
o
T""
2 T 2
25 T T T T B 2 T
X
2
50 B T B B B B T 1.
100 JB B B B 0 0 T 2
150 B B a B 0 0 2 2
200 B B
1
B B 0 0 i B
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Table 2a
3A"
- P.V.A. - Unaged
Joint Condition
T =
J, -
2 ~
B =
0 =
Tight
Joint i in and i out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 | ^
BCFIK
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 |
BCGIK
Initial T T T T
c
o
H
P
H
s
O
o
T i T T
200 i2 T T T T 1 T jl
^-00 2 B T T T I2 T i2
600 B a T B B B T B
1000 B B X. B TJ "R f B
1250 B B 1g B B B T B
1500 B B s B B B T B
1750 B U u a B B T B
2000 B 0 0 B
-
B B T B
BCFIL BCGIL
initial T T T T
o
H
-P
H
a
o
o
1
2
i i i
200 T T T T 2 2 2 2
4-00 i2 i2 i2 i 1. JL
X
2 2
600 2 2 2 2 12 I 1 JL
1000 2
'l "
P
1
p
1
o
1 i. Jr* 2
1250
B* B* B* B* f
2
1
f B
1500 B* B* B* B* 2 2 4* B
1750 B* B* B* B* i JL ^r* B
2000 B* B* B* B* 1
S B
**
_B_
C
o
H
H
T3
fi
o
o
Table 2b
If'
- P.V.A. - Unaged
T
i
2
B
0
Joint Condition
Tight
Joint ^ in and j? out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | ft |
BDFIK
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 |
BDGIK
Initial 'T "T T
i
o
-P
H
T)
C
o
o
2 2
"T-
2
100 B T B B
I
2
1
P T
1
P
300 B B B B B 1P T 1
500 B B B B 0 B T B
700 B B B B 0 B T B
BDFIL BDGIL
Initial B ig
i B
o
H
-P
a
o
o
B B T B
100 B B B B B B T B
300
B B B B B B T B
500 B B B B B B T B
700 B B B B B B T B
C
o
H
-P
H
T3
o
o
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
TUMBLE TEST-AGED
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Table 3a
3/4"
- Oversewn - Aged
Joint Condition
T
*
B
0
= Tight
Joint i in and out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
| 2 | 3 |
ACFHK
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3
ACGHK
Initial T T fp* 1p
c
0
H
-P
H
c
0
0
T T T*
T^
p
200 T B fp* 1p T T fp* B
400 T B T* 12 T T fp* B
600 B B rp# 2 T T T* P
1000 U B T* B T T fp* B
1250 0 0 T* 6 T T fp* B
1500 0 0 fp* 0 T B T* 0
1750 6 0 T* 0 T B fp* 0
2000 0 0 fj* 0 T B rj* 0
ACFHL ACGHL
Initial T T T
1
2
c
0
H
-P
H
T)
C
O
O
1
2 f i_ 1
"
200
~T" "
T 2 2 1* 12 X2
400 "T 2 rp* 2 2 A* X
'
2
X
2
600 T 2 fp* B 12 i* i B
1000 B 2 ~T* B 2 T* JL B
1250 T 2 T* B I2 I* i2 B
1500 ~"B 2 tf* B i F* 1 B
1750 B 12 fp* B 1 ?* 2 B
2000 B T2 T* B 3 f* i E-
ACFJL ACGJL
Initial
-Tp
T 2 B
C
0
H
-P
H
a
0
0
T T T f
200 T T L2 B T T T
i*
400 T T -T2 B T T T **
600 T T 1p B T T T k*
1000 T T B* B T T T t*
1250 T T B* B T T T it-
1500 T T B* B T T T
i*
1750 T T B* B T T T
2000 T T B* B
.
T T T
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Table 3b
li"
- Oversewn - Aged
T =
i =
2
B =
0 =
Joint Condition
Tight
Joint i in and i out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | ft |
ADFHK
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | ft
ADGHK
Initial T
T-
T
T*
o
H
-P
H
T)
c
o
o
T 2 T
"
100 1' T T "T T 2 '1'+ , T
300 '1' 'I1 T B fp* B fp* T
500
'1' T '1' B rp* B fp* T
700 T t T B B* B fp* T
.
ADFHL ADGHL
Initial T T T T
c
o
H
-P
H
a
o
o
1
2 2 2 2
100 12 B T
i
2
JL ** ?* JL.
300 B B B 0 X2 1* * 12
500
"-B""
0 6 12 i*2 i* 1
700
-IT"
0 "0 0 2 t* ir*
1
2
AD]?JL ADCKJL
Initial T T 2
i '
2
C
o
H
P
H
a
o
o
2
T'"
2
X
2
100 T T "-T2 B
1
? B f 4*.
300 T T B B
1
2 0 i*2 i*
500 "B
T'
6 15 B u t* t*
700 B B 0 B B o ^T*
A*
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Table 3c
2j="
- Oversewn - Aged
T =
i -
B =
0 =
Joint Condition
Tight
Joint ^ in and out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | ft
Revolutions AEFHK
I i I 2 I
JOINT #
| 3 | ^
AEGHK
Initial
T "T~T~
T
25 T T T
'
T
50 T T T T
100 T rp* T rp*
150 fp* fp* fp* rp*
200
u* f[l*
o
H
-P
H
c
o
o
T T rp* B
T T B
'I1 T fj* B
T T fj*
" B
T B rp* B
T 0 rp* 0
AEFHL AECJHL
Initial T T T B
o
H
H
a
o
o
B X i rp*
25
"'
T 6 "B* 0 B B i2 rp*
50 'I1 0 B* 0 B B B rp*
100 T 0 B* 0 B 0 B rp*
150 T 0 B* 0 B 0 B rp*
200 T 0 B* 0 0 0 B rp*
AEFJL AECrvfl ,
Initial T T T 2
c
o
-P
o
o
T i2 2
25 a
I
2 B B
B 2 2 B
50 B B* B B B,._ 1.
JL. B
100 B B* B B* B
1
a
1 B
150
B'_
B* B B* B
i
2
i
2 B
200 0 B* 0
0* B 2 2 B
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Table 4a
3/4-
- P.v.A. - Aged
T =
JL -
2
B =
0 =
Joint Condition
Tight (*) denotes endpaper
Joint i in and | out and binding are
Joint at the bottom separating thus
Joint completly out diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4
BCFIK
JOINT #
l | 2 | 3
BCGIK
Initial B B T T
c
0
H
-P
H
O
O
T T T B
200 B a T ' T B B T B
400 0 B T B B B T B
600 0 B T B B B T B
1000 0 0 T 0 B B T B
1250 0 0 T 0 B B T B
1500 0 U T 0 B B T B
1750 0 0 T n B a |JJ* B
2000 0 6 12 0 . B B
mw a
BCFIL BCGIL
initial T T T X2
c
0
H
H
-a
0
0
i
2 B
1
2
1
2
200 T T T 2 12 B 4*
1
2
^00 T rp* T 12 12 B* ?* i
600 '1'
1
T X2 i* B* I* B
1000 T rp* T 1 ** B* 1*2 B
1250 rp* rp* T i* t* B* *= B
1500 rjj* rp* T J* f B* ** B
1750 fp* rp* T t! r B* t* B
2000 rj* rp* T i* 2-* B* 1* B
.
Initial
C
0
H
rH
C
O
O
200
400
600
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000
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Table 4b
lM
- P.V.A. - Aged
Joint Condition
T = Tight
2
B
0
Joint i in and i out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 |
BDFIK
JOINT #
I i I 2 I 3 I
BDGTK
Initial
F""
T B 2
o
H
HP
H
C
o
o
T B i2 B
100 B
1 " i B
'
i m A* B
300 B X2 B g* i# B
500 B B B* i* T B* ** B
700 B B B* T B* B B
BDFIL BDGIL
Initial JL. 2 2 B
o
H
P
H
a
o
o
B B B B
100 B B t* B* B B B B
300 B B 1* B* B B B B
500 B
B*1 4* B* B B B B
700 B B* i* B* B B B Th
C
o
H
-P
H
T3
e
o
o
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APPENDIX D
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
UNIVERSAL BOOK TESTER-UNAGED
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Table 5a
3/4
_ Oversewn - Unaged
T
JL
2
B
0
Joint Condition
Tight
Joint f- in and ^ out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
I 2 J 3ACFHK I * I I 1 I
JOINT #
2 | 3
ACGHK
Initial T T T T
C
o
H
HP
H
o
o
1
2 T T B
500 T T T x2 T T B
1000
'1' 'I1 T '1' 2 T T B
1500 T T T T 2 T T B
2000 T T T T 1P T T B
2500 T T T T
_,
2 T T B
3000 T T T T 12 T T B
3500 I T T T 2 T T B4000 T T T T X2 T T B
ACFHL ACGHL
Initial T T 2
j.
2
C
0
H
-P
H
O
J.
2
X
2 T
1
2
500 T T 1p i JL JL T JL
1000 T T 12
1
2
1
2
1
2 T JL
1500 T T B* B 12
1
2
T 2
2000 T 1p B* B JL
1
2 T
1
2500 T 12 B* B JL JL T 2
3000 T 2 B* B
1
2
i
2 T 1P
3500 T B B* B 2 2 T 2
4000 T B B* B 2 2 T 2
-
ACFJL ACGJL
Initial T T
i
2 T
C
0
H
P
H
O
O
T T T T
500 T T
1
2 T T T T T
1000 T T 12 T T T
1
2 T
1500 T T 1 T T T JL
2000 T T 2 T T T
1
2
1.
2500 -t
""
T 1
2 T T T
1 T
2
X
2
3000 T T 2 T T
'1' X
2
1
2
3500 T T
1
p T T T
JL JL
4000 T T 1 T . T T JL JL
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Table 5b
l - Oversewn - Unaged
Joint Condition
T
JL
2
B
0
Tight
Joint in and J out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 |
ADFHK
I * I
JOINT #
2 | 3
ADGHK
Initial T T T T
c
0
H
-P
H
Xi
C
O
O
T T T T
200 T T T T T T rp* T
400 T T T T T T rp* T
600 T T T '1' iji T rp* rp*
1000 rp "1 T T T T T ^P* rp*
1500 T T rp* rp* T T p* rp*
1750 rp* B* p* rp* T T rp* p*
2000 rjl* B* rp"# rjl* T T rp* p*
2250 m* B* T T T* rj*
ADFHL ADGHL
Initial T T T T
0
H
-P
H
X)
C
0
O
1
2
1
2
1
2
JL
''
200 T 2 T
-L
2 2 2
1*
2
400 T JL T 10 1. JL ^T* i*
600 B 2 T B 12 13 t! I"
1000 B B * B 2 2 1* i*
1500 B B B B
X
2
1 ** ^
1750 B B B B A* 1 ^* A*
2000 B B B B 1 ^*
2250 B B B B JL i*p 4*
ADFJL ADGJL
Initial T T T 2
c
0
H
P
H
a
0
0
T T 12
1
2
200 T p* p*
1
2 T T
1
p
JL
400 T p* p* JL T T i JL
600 T p* rp* t T T f* f
1000 T P* p# T T * *
1500 p* p* pi* 1* p* T **
1750 P* p* p* t* p* B 7*
2000 p* p* p* 1* p* B 1* 1*
2250 p* p* pi*
" K p* B 2-*
Table 6a
3/4-
- P.V.A. - Unaged
T
A
2
B
0
Joint Condition
Tight
Joint ^ in and ^ out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
(*) denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
initial
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3 |
BCFIK
I *
T
T
pi*
p*
p*
p*
p*
p*
JL*
A*
+*
i.*
T
T
B
B
-B.
ja.
B
o
H
P
H
c
O
O
JOINT #
| 2 | 3
BCGTK
T
T
T
T
T
T
JL
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
BCFIL BCGIL
Initial JL i T
X
2
c
0
H
-P
H
a
0
0
1
2
1
2
1
2 2
500 12
1
2 T
1
2
1
2
JL 1.
t*
1000 X2 2 T
1
2 2 2 2
I*
1500 10 1 T JL i 2
i* '
2
I*
2000 JL JL p* ^F* 2 X2 ** ^*
2500 12
i
2
p* 4* 1
2
1
3
t* 7*
3000 2 1 rp* i* 2 2 fc fc
3500 2 2 p* i*2 2 2 i*
4000 12 ~i
_2
p* ** JL 1. **-
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c
0
H
HP
H
T3
e
0
0
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Table 6b
if"
- P.V.A. - Unaged
T
JL
2
B
0
Joint Condition
Tight (*)
Joint J in and out
Joint at the bottom
Joint completly out
denotes endpaper
and binding are
separating thus
diverting pressure
Revolutions
JOINT #
| 1 | 2 | 3 | ft |
BDFIK
JOINT #
1 | 2 | 3
BDGIK
Initial 1
- - T i_ JL
C
0
H
P>
H
TJ
C
O
O
T i T T
200 B T B B T JL T T
400
600
B T B B T 1P T T
B T B B T 12 T T
1000 B T
R*
B T 1. T T
1500 B T B* B T 1p T T
1750 B T B* B T 12 T T
2000 B T B* B T 2 T T
2250 B T B* B T 2 T T
BDFIL BDGIL
Initial X2 2 2
i
2
c
0
H
4^
rH
O
O
1
P
1
3 , ,
1
p
1
p
200 12 ** B
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
400 B p-* B B JL 1 JL 1.
600 0* B* 0 B 12 1 1P JL
1000 0* B* 0 0 2 2 2 2
1500 Q* 0* 0 n i
1
2 2 2
1750 2
1 '" 1
2
i
p
2000 1. 2 2 2
2250
,
2 2 1 JL
c
0
H
HP
H
O
O
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